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FONTANA MIX. An Urban Hybrid Prototype
John Cage composed Fontana Mix1 in 1958, consisting in the superposition
and combination of 10 sheets of paper and 12 transparencies creating A
SOUND LANDSCAPE with their interpretation. A composition indeterminate
of its performance.

Fontana Mix, 1958
1

Yago Conde and Bea Goyer used the same
title for their proposal Olympic Fountain
winning entry for Barcelona 1992. Their
project created a sound and aquatic
landscape dissolved in the Olympic village.

30 years later, we propose Fontana Mix again as an intensive MCH
workshop from August 24-29th 2020, consisting in the insertion of a
previously developed prototype on top of the Fontana metro station, in the
Gracia neighborhood of Barcelona, for the consequent development of a
residential hybrid project, a SUPERPOSITION OF HOUSING
LANDSCAPES with dwellings for 70 users and collective spaces for both
private and public use (the dwellings and the neighborhood). The site is part
of the ATRI (Inclusive Resettlement Tactical Accommodation) program of
the Barcelona City Council which consists in locating plots or buildings that
have not exhausted their permitted buildable area (see El País 07.12.2018).
The development will proceed from the inside out, based on historical and
contemporary case studies, generally single-family houses, whose common
characteristic is the rigor with which they consider the house as a system,
subject to a series of rules, instructions or restrictions that allow their
extrapolation in a new prototype. This prototype must in turn, preserve the
spatial, tectonic and environmental qualities that characterized the original
model.
The project should answer the following questions: Can we build on existing
public buildings and thus reduce the environmental impact? Is the street
level the only possible level for public space? Should the residential use be
exclusive or could work and service spaces be incorporated to a certain
degree? How can we incorporate the new conditions derived from the
various crises (new programs, users, tempos, spaces, typologies)?
Timetable:

DATE

Ex

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

Ex1
Ex2
Ex3
Ex4
Ex5

21
24
25
26
27
28

REVIEW
15:30-19:30
"Fontana Mix" Presentation (video)
Typologies or Ways of inhabiting: prototype 100
Spatial concept or ways of co-inhabiting
Siting
Environmental and tectonic concept
An Urban Hybrid Prototype. Final review

THEORY
19:30-20:30
Sharing: community living
A Plein Soleil

EX1.

24.08.20
TYPOLOGIES OR WAYS OF INHABITING.
The study will focus on the room as a basic unit of the house, and its
aggregation to configure housing units for 5 users. The project will proceed
from the inside out, based on some case studies whose common
characteristic is the rigor with which they consider the house as a system,
subject to a series of rules, instructions or restrictions that allow their
extrapolation in a new 100m2 prototype.

TASKS:

0. Each student is to choose one case study from the Annex 1 list and 3 cases
per group in such a way as the case studies can be studied as a team
(research, discussion, geometric compatibility between them), but the
prototypes generated individually. The list of case studies and the matrix of
combinable types is as follows:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

Core and periphery: circulation around the core
Core at periphery: free central space
The equal rooms House
The wrapper House
The house of Houses
The storage House
The House within the House
The L-shaped House
The unfinished House
The collapsible or reconfigurable House
The 2x1 House
The 9SGH House
The double-height L-shaped House
The stripped House
The prefab House

1. CASE STUDY. A 3D digital model will be built (with SketchUp, Rhino,
AutoCAD ...) whose file will be shared and orbited in class for discussion and
a DIN A3 panel will explain the case study with an axonometric view (section,
exploded ...). 3 qualities of the interior of the houses studied will be selected:
- a geometric or spatial quality:
(double height, equal rooms).
- a typological or programmatic quality:
(flexible, reconfigurable, reprogrammable, doorless, expandable)
- a tectonic or environmental quality:
(load-bearing walls, wooden construction, envelope with thermal
inertia, natural light in all spaces, heat collector spaces, interior
vegetation, large exterior spaces, transitional or intermediate spaces).
2. PROTOTYPE. Each student will propose a prototype based on the
adaptation of the chosen case study to a 100 m2 housing unit (gross,
including walls and facilities) for 5 users (that is, 20 m2 per person) and that
preserve the three selected qualities studied of the case study. Variations
can be made for 3-4 and 1-2 users. The 100 m2 unit will contain the functions
for bedrooms, a full bathroom and a toilet or multipurpose space (laundry,
warehouse), living-dining, kitchen, entrance, terrace and storage space. But
its organization will depend on the student: from a 5 people dorm to 5
individual rooms. It is important to appreciate that the original case studies
range from 50 m2 to 600 m2 of surface and that a simple geometric
transformation (a kind of homothecy) is not enough. The prototype will
incorporate a reflection on recent confinement and work at home. Is living
and working really compatible?

3. DOSSIER in progress. Register in a written dossier the process,
references, visits, compiled documentation, a short “thesis” that will
introduce the student to the habit of researching in parallel when designing.

Cases Study sharing the same scale.

EX2.

25.08.20
SPATIAL CONCEPT OR WAYS OF CO-INHABITING.
From studying the spatial concept of the housing unit, we move on to the spatial
concept of the block (excluding the existing ground floor). We will consider a
20x20x20 m3 cube which will be "deposited" on the Fontana metro station in the
next step (you may already consider the final 19x21 shape of the plot with 2 party
walls if you wish). The objective is to study the relationship between the housing
units and the common and collective spaces connecting them.

TASKS:

1. ADD, OVERLAY. The aggregation of 2, 3 or 4 5-person dwellings will be
studied. 10 person dwellings may also be proposed according to a co-housing
model or micro-apartments for 2 people, therefore testing the flexibility of the
prototype developed in EX1.
The maximum height will be 6 floors without exceeding 20m. This height could be
increased if the increase in volume is compensated by setbacks or subtractions.
An extreme case would be one 5 people dwelling per floor multiplying the number
of floors by 4, and thus reaching 80 meters.
Draw and record (photography, video, diagrams) the possible aggregations of the
same prototype to form one floor plan and the superposition of 3 floors, each with
a different housing prototype. A simple superposition will not be sufficient as
geometric, structural, constructive and environmental compatibility of the
prototype superposition will have to be tested. The result will be an overlay of
residential landscapes.
2. SHARE COMMON AND COLLECTIVE SPACES. The number of dwellings per
floors will determine the configuration of the community spaces (common,
collective and coworking or amenities). Considering a 1/3 ratio of community
space over the overall space, each student will decide whether to group it into two
entire floors (4 housing floors and 2 community floors) or spread it evenly
throughout the different floors.
Common spaces: lobby, staircase, corridors, rooftop
Collective spaces: laundry, area for drying cloths, storage, bike parking,
waste and recycling, community facilities, audiovisual room, green roof,
greenhouse, farm, library, shared living rooms, kitchen gardens, collective
kitchens, picnic area, meeting place, gymnasium, etc.
An additional reflection will be whether it is possible to incorporate in the block
not only collective spaces for the exclusive use of its dwellers, but also
amenity space for the Gracia neighborhood (cooperative shop, small theater,
kindergarten, social center, media library, public rooftop gardens, Covid
control health center, bike sharing, cafeteria).
3. STORY. It is important to construct a "story" that traces the decisions taken and
describes the particular dwellers of that urban hybrid and therefore the community
model that is proposed as well as the planned tempos, etc.
Watch TED talk "Start with Why" by Simon Zinek:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPYeCltXpxw

EX3.

26.08.20
SITING. Fontana Mix
The purpose of exercise 4 is to place the previously developed prototype on
top of the Fontana metro station, in the Gracia neighborhood of Barcelona,
for the consequent development of a residential hybrid project for 70 dwellers
and collective spaces for both private and public use (the dwellings and the
neighborhood). The site is part of the ATRI (Inclusive Resettlement Tactical
Accommodation) program of the Barcelona City Council which consists in
locating plots or buildings that have not exhausted their permitted buildable
area (see El País 07.12.2018).
The prototype will be placed on site at the corner of Gran de Gràcia with
Asturias streets, a plot occupied on the ground floor and basement levels by
the Fontana metro station which must be maintained. It is up to each student
to either remove or redesign the station’s roof. The structure of the new
building will have to take the station into account for column placement and
their resulting span.
The plot has a dimension of 19x21 (approximately 414 m2) and is slightly
trapezoidal. Therefore, the project resulting from the aggregations must be
adapted (deformed, bent, cut, stretched, divided, compressed ...). This plot is
once again a maximum, that is, a maximum envelope, and the project may or
may not fill it (although we recommend facade alignment) and in the case of
leaving exposed party walls, they will have to be treated according to their
urban condition. Gran de Gracia is the main Street of the neighbourhood and
the station, one Street away from Casa Vicens, Gaudi’s first house, now
museum.
The original section of the 20x20x20 cube is lifted 6-meter-high thus resulting
in a 26 meters high building (see "Section negotiated.pdf"). Setbacks or
partial volume subtraction are allowed and may give place to higher
constructions if a resulting improvement can be demonstrated.
The area at the ground floor plan is considered negotiated and must link the
street with the urban hybrid as well as the station. Each project will decide if
that relationship is intense and porous or self-contained. The possibility of the
public use of the rooftop may be raised as well.
The project will take into account the following parameters:
1.Social conditions:
-What does the neighborhood needs? How do we improve the place?
-Which users will inhabit it? How? For how long?
2. Urban Conditions:
- Relationship between the subway station, street level and basement
- Negotiated section: is the street level the only public one?
- Relationship of the building with its neighbours (courtyards, lightwells,
passages, party walls)
3. Environmental conditions:
-Relationship with environmental parameters: energy saving (orientation,
ventilation), water (green roofs, water cycle), materials (industrialization,
waste, recycling, efficient structural solution)

Unbuilt project for the TMB
transport company
headquarters on top of the
Fontana station,1920

EX4.

27.08.20
ENVIRONMENTAL AND TECTONIC CONCEPT
We proceed to study the environmental concept (based on energy saving passive
design strategies) and tectonic solution of the project (supporting system, voids,
envelope and interior distribution system).

TASKS:

1. STRUCTURE. The structure will take into account that the Fontana station
cannot be altered, nor its use interrupted and may consider a transfer beam over
the station.
2. SYSTEMS. Describe in a section and a fragment of the facade, the solutions
for the envelope, structure, finishes and openings (windows, tribunes, balconies,
terraces).
3. ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
-Hedonist sustainability (sun exposure and protection, vegetation in public
leisure spaces, generous outdoor spaces and interior volumes...)
- Energy savings: passive devices
- Water savings: Grey water reuse, green roofs, rainwater harvesting
- Materials savings: material reuse or recycling. Quantity of materials
minimized through the design solution, design for future repurposing. Healthy
and renewable materials.

EX5.

28.08.20
AN URBAN HYBRID PROTOTYPE.
1. FINAL REVIEW.
Compilation in horizontal A3 PDF format of the exercises EX1+2+3+4.
Presentation in groups of 3 students:
- 15:00 to 19:00. 10’ presentation + 10’ review per group.
- 19:00 to 20:00. Collective discussion.
01/10
02/10
03/10
04/10
05/10
06/10

07/10
08/10
09/10
10/10

DELIVERABLES
Axonometry of Case Study
100 m2 Prototype with 3 qualities
Floor plans with surface areas charts 1/100
Section with material legend 1/100
Elevations with immediate surroundings 1/100
Analytical axonometry (exploded, sectioned, transparent ...) that
explains the spatial configuration of the block: housing versus
common and collective spaces, void vs infill, environmental
parameters, structure, envelope.
Environmental parameters panel
Exterior and interior images and / or video touring the building
500 words explaining the “story”
Research dossier (sketches, references, abandoned versions,
notes of the theoretical classes, reflections ...). It can be part of
the graphics or in an independent dossier.

ANNEXES
Annex 1. EX. 1 CASES STUDY. Typologies or Ways Of Inhabiting.
1. CORE AND PERIPHERY: circulation around the core: Dapperbuurt Amsterdam, by Duinker van
der Torre. 1989
The arrangement in a compact, free-standing core of all the wáter and electrical supplies distribute
the rooms (bedrooms, living room and dining room) around it (often in a swastika). This generates a
double circulation so that each room can be accessed from two points, avoiding corridors and creating
a maximum spatial fluidity.

2. CORE ON PERIPHERY: free central space: Domus Demain by Yves Lion
It is a deep equipped facade. A 1,2m wide strip of services is defined with service spaces (kitchen,
bathroom, storage ...). It is also possible to "inhabit the façade" if it is wide enough to fit viewpoints,
display cabinets, rest areas, study ...
Service areas in general are non-flexible areas, they are fixed in one position and coincide vertically
for piping and ductwork issues. This arrangement on the façade allows the rest of the plan to be freed
from fixed elements and therefore be easily redistributable in the future.

3. THE EQUAL ROOMS HOUSE: Adler by L Kahn,
In this floor plan, all spaces are considered a room, that is, the repetition of isotropic units, which allow
both a bedroom and a living room, dining room, kitchen or storage. If it is square in proportion (around
3.30x3.30m), thus allowing the furniture to be placed in any position. It is the furthest thing from the
functional definition of spaces derived from the modern movement, when each function was assigned
a specific space, shape and dimension (conjugal bedroom was larger than the children's, the kitchen
was a rectangular space away from the center of the house, living room and dining room were merged
into a single large space ...). It is a floor plan in which, as happened in the 19th century, the use
assigned to the rooms will depend on the wishes of the user, on the orientation, noise, views ...
different arrangements of furniture can be drawn as hypotheses of ways of living.These assignements
are reversible during the day or year.

4. THE WRAPPER HOUSE: House in Ordos, House N, by Fujimoto
The typology is the result of the concentric organization of spaces or spiral growth. As if it were a
labyrinth, the rooms are chained and the passage from one to another will occur longitudinally or
transversely. The distance between parallel walls does not exceed 3.5m and therefore a structure of
load-bearing walls parallel to the façade may be proposed.

5. THE HOUSE OF HOUSES: Moriyama House by Nishizawa, More than housing (Zurich, Duplex).
The house is formed by the addition of minimal habitable units, leaving interstitial space between
those units, used as the collective space of the house (not the block). It is the typical configuration of
shared housing, cooperatives, etc.

Moriyama House

More than housing

6. THE STORAGE HOUSE: Furniture House 1 by Shigeru Ban
Walls, dividing walls are converted into useful spaces for storage. Their thickness varies from 30 cm
to 90 cm, they may even be double-sided or habitable. These cabinets can have bearing capacity,
becoming the structural element of the house

7. THE HOUSE WITHIN THE HOUSE: Sea Ranch by Charles Moore & House with plants by Ishigami
"Bigger than a piece of furniture, but smaller than a house." The size of the piece, generally for
auxiliary services (kitchen, bathrooms, storage), its self-supporting structure and wooden
construction, makes it a large piece of furniture, but the fact that it contains a living space also makes
it similar to a small House. This piece does not have to occupy a central space, nor be excessively
compact, but it is contained inside a larger box: a double-height space that surrounds it and therefore
leaves interstitial spaces between the envelope and the core, which accommodate the different
functions of the house. These interstitial spaces can be filled with plants (in Ishigami’s case)

Sea Ranch

House with Plants

8. THE L-SHAPED HOUSE: Kingo Houses, Fredensborg by Jorn Utzon
Another classic, the L-shaped Hoouse is a courtyard house with two arms with a day area/ night area
that embrace a closed outdoor space like a cloister.

9. THE UNFINISHED HOUSE: Solid 11, by Tony Fretton;
The infrastructure, the “support”, the “hardware” is built first: structure, facade, services.
From Habraken's theories of supports, from Frei Otto's open house, the performativity or intervention
of the user in the configuration and evolution of the house acquires its most radical dimension. The
adaptability or change of use of the spaces and their evolution is totally decided by the user.” Do it
yourself.

10. THE COLLAPSIBLE OR RECONFIGURABLE HOUSE: Naked house by Shigeru Ban, Neutral
surface, Habitable Cupboard by Archizoom 1972.
Temporary housing: habitable pieces are scattered inside an enveloppe. Archizoom defines the city
as a "toilet every hundred meters". Understanding urban space not as a group of architectural masses
but as an “empty space filled with furniture”. Its references are the spatial organization of factories
and supermarkets. A container is placed in a neutral space and slides and unfold its pieces that
occupy and define the surface of the house. A kitchen, a closet, a sink or a bedroom are arranged in
space configuring different layouts.

11. 2x1 HOUSE: Latapie House in Floriac by Lacaton-Vassal 1993, or Quinta Monroy by Elemental.
Space is what matters. “To be really rich, I believe, is to have one space. One big empty space… I
believe that everyone should live in one big empty space. It can be a small space, as long as it's clean
and empty" (Andy Warhol). In their projects, Lacaton-Vassal systematically propose to double the
space (in terms of surface and / or volume) at the same cost. They achieve this by building in an
elemental way, with industrialized structures, maintaining existing structures and transforming it with
cheap additions (greenhouse technology), adding an energy efficiency bonus.
Alejandro Aravena, with Elemental, uses the budget to build more volume but leaving it unfinished
(the painting and installations are completed by the user). It is the result of alterning built architecture
with intersticial voids for the user’s interventions, leaving the evolution of the house and its image
open to contingencies.

12. 9SGH HOUSE: Nine-Square grid house by Shigeru Ban, Stone House by E Tuñón.
It is a classic of design studio pedagogy. The house "tic-tac-toe" or the 9 squares grid, contains all
the posible layout of a house. In Shigeru Ban’s case, two sides of the square are storage walls and
the other two open completely with sliding doors, so that the whole house opens to the outside,
becoming a porch.

13. THE DOUBLE HEIGHT L-SHAPED HOUSE: Pabellón Esprit Nouveau by Le Corbusier 1925
(Immeuble Villa)
El protagonista es un espacio exterior a doble altura. La casa lo abraza en “L”. Este espacio tiene la
dimensión suficiente para ser una habitación, más, habitable en invierno (espacio invernadero) y en
verano (porche). La doble altura y su dimensión le da a la vivienda un carácter de vivienda unifamiliar
apilable. A double height outdoor space is the house’s protagonist. The house embraces it following
a L-shape pattern. This space is large enough to be considered an extra room, habitable in winter as
a greenhouse space and in summer as a porch. The double height and its size gives the house the
character of a single-family house, a stackable house.

14. THE STRIPPED HOUSE. Sarabhai Villa by LC
Load-bearing walls perpendicular to the façade each 3-3.5-meters to sustain wooden floor joists or
brick vaults. The rooms occupy the interstitial space between walls, even crossing them (Villa
Sarabhai LC), forming independent habitable units. Openings are carved out from the walls but are
not necessary aligned. There are no distribution corridors but a succession of bays

15. THE PREFAB HOUSE. Freitag Zurich, Compact Habit (Residencia ETSAV by H arq)
The industrialized house, not so much in its components but in its entirety, manufactured in a
workshop and assembled with a crane. It is a container house whose dimensions will be conditioned
by transport. From precast concrete (Compact Habit, H Arquitectes) to stacked metal ship containers
(Freitag or Seville cruise terminal)

Annex 2. Program requirements.
Site area: 414 m2
Edificio Hybrid building with mixt dwellings and common space for working, services or amenities.
Number of dwellers: 70
Maximum permitted buildable area above the ground floor plan: 2500 m2 (the Fontana Metro Station
ground floor does not compute)
Ratio: 20 m2 gross area / person
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
CO-LIVING*
Community spaces
Dwellings for 70 people*
CO-WORKING***

Gross area
1800
400
1400

partial
Circulation and common spaces**
(70 uers x 20 m2 users)

400
Entrance lobby
Recepctión-administration
Classrooms or Co-working
Multipurpose room
Toilets, cleaning rooms
Storage
Installations

TOTAL Gross area Aprox

20
10
250
50
20
20
30

With exhibit area
Janitor, storage, copier
Divisible into 5 classrooms for rent
For 100 people

2200

* Co-living: No more than two people allowed per bedroom
** Circulation spaces: can be merged with common spaces: patios, lobby, stairs, corridors.
** Common spaces: on one floor or scattered over several. Uses: laundry, parking and electrical
vehicle charging (1 bicycle per home), gym, picnic-BBQ, multipurpose room (games, parties, reading
...), waste, facilities, greenhouse, garden, community kitchen.
*** Co- working: on one floor or scattered over several.
The proposed community model will be described in the STORY (see Ex2+3) For example:
- new housing programs
(co-housing, temporary shelters, tourist apartments...)
- for new users:
(temporary like students refugees, evicted...)
- with new tempos:
(housing for a few hours, one day, one month, one year)
- new collective spaces.
(services, leisure, cork, lockdown)
- new typologies.
(urban collective residense, microapartaments, temporary shelters, emergency shelters,
lockedown hotels...)
REF: https://www.effekt.dk/urbanvillageproject

